ZeroPointTM Technical Data Sheet: Sirius Sports Pouch
Sirius Sports Pouch
•
•
•
•
•

Burgundy color
2 ½ “ tall X 1 3/8 wide with cloth cord
Light weight 1/4 oz.
Soft, durable cloth pouch
Comes with gray Utility Pouch

Description
•

Made from semi-precious gemstones which are infused with frequencies that bring the body into
balance
Pouch contains a 7-mineral blend formulated for optimum performance
Can either be worn as a necklace or placed in a pocket or in clothing to receive the full range of
benefits. (See below for “How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body”)

•
•

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Balances the body
Increases energy
Significantly reduces recovery time
Increases stamina
Increases strength
Eases pain
Reduces stress
Increases focus and clarity
Increases flexibility
Protects from EMF (Electro-Magnetic Fields)
Protects from ELF (Extremely Low Frequencies)
Enhances performance in any activity

Created by a prominent Chiropractor who specializes in working with Elite Athletes and updated by
our scientific team to increase efficacy in all areas.

Suggested Uses

The Sirius Sports Pouch can be used for all sports related activities.
•

Yoga

•

Martial Arts

•

Runners

•

Swimming

•

Dancing

•

Working out

•

Hiking

•

Bike riding

•

Any activity that requires balance, coordination, endurance, strength or patience

How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state
of health. ZeroPointTM has identified specific frequencies that match the optimum state of health for
each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Blueprint Frequencies.
When a person wears a ZeroPointTM Sirius Sports Pouch, their body begins to ‘resonate with the frequencies’ that are in the Pouch. This is similar to a tuning fork that will pick up the frequency (sound) of
another tuning fork in its vicinity. When they are close to one another, they will both begin to ‘resonate
at the same frequency’.
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the Sirius Sports
Pouch, the body returns to a balanced state. The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in balance.
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Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) Camera Images

															

Energy Field Scan

Without ZeroPointTM Sirius Sports Pouch

Symmetry 89%

With ZeroPointTM Sirius Sports Pouch

Symmetry 91%

This scan shows the emotional energy in the biofield. Symmetry is between the left and right sides of the body and is important for healthy function. Note the
improved symmmetry after using ZeroPointTM Global technology. The gaps or decreased energy relates to organs, glands and other body parts. What we see
here is low energy flow increased.

Testimonials

“In September of 2013 my 12 year old cockapoo started not wanting to jump up onto my 3 1/2 foot high bed any longer and would sit staring
up at it until I noticed her. I would then pick her up and place her on the bed. I also had purchased an SUV in September and she tried to jump
up into the back seat (which was considerably higher than my previous sedan) on several occasions and then refused to try any longer. The
Sirius Sports Pouch was released in October of 2013 and I immediately bought a 3 pack so I would have one for her and one for me. Within 1-2
days she started jumping up onto the bed again by herself and has been doing so ever since. She is also now able to jump up into the back seat
of my SUV from the ground since then as well. Thank you ZeroPoint!” – Carol S., CA
“I added the Sirius Sports Pouch to my pocket while shoveling snow, and I found that it helps me feel so much better after shoveling. I no longer
have pain or soreness after shoveling. Here in the Chicago area, we had 27 out of 55 days of measurable snow. So, I have used the Sirius Sport
Pouch each time I have had to shovel and I am really amazed at how good I feel. Thank you ZeroPoint Global for these Wonderful products!” –
Jo Ann T., IN
“I have been teaching dance for over 30 years (operated my own studio for 20 years). I now just teach a class once a week with two of my dance
students that have been with me for about 15 years. I loaned one of my students (who had been struggling for years with flexibility, strength
and being able to “leap tall buildings with a single bound”… LOL) my 3rd Sports Pouch in December asking her to wear it 24/7 as a research
project for me. When she came to class the following week she asked if she could buy it from me because she was never going to take it off
due to the improvements she was experiencing. She now has full splits on her left side, is almost full on her right side, can hold a balance on
the balls of her feet in a “jack-knifed position” while holding her ankles, and her turns have improved tremendously. But the most amazing
improvement is in her leaps… for the first time in the 15 years her leaps are high and lifted up, looking effortless, light and airy with almost a
full split in the air. She is so very happy! And so am I!!! Thank you ZeroPoint!” – Carol S., CA
Testimonies are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. ZeroPointTM Global is not responsible for any of these testimonies. They are not the opinon of ZeroPointTM Global, but are individual customer’s personal experiences and product use. Individual results may vary.
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health. This information is for
frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues. The products are not sold for these purposes. They are only sold to assist in
bringing the energy field and centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical results are antidotal at best.
Independent Consultant:

Website:

Please contact your referring independent Wellness
Consultant of ZeroPoint GlobalTM for further product
information. Corporate inquiries only:
ZeroPointTM Global
Ph: 800.356.7935
www.ZeroPointGlobal.com
cs@ZeroPointGlobal.com
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Research Results
Case 1: Fitness Instructor, Female, Age 18

Date

BEFORE Sirius Sports Pouch
August 17, 2013

AFTER Sirius Sports Pouch
August 19, 2013

Duration

1 Hour

1 Hour

Average Heart Rate 122

141

Max Heart Rate

166

178

Calories Burned

336

428

Notes

•
•
•
•

Difficulty in balancing
Used 5lb weights or less in exercises
Out of breath often
Knees started to hurt

•
•
•
•
•

Significant increase in balance
Used heavier weights for longer periods of time in
specific sets of exercises along with using heavier
weights the duration of the hour.
Biceps curled 15lbs for first time in Hot Pilates, then
switched to 10lbs which was still heavier than my
usual 5 pounds.
My joints felt stronger, especially my knees where I
have injuries.
Continued consistent work until the very end of
class.

Case 2: Fitness Instructor, Male, Age 68
“When I first put the Sirius Sports Pouch on, I felt a surge of energy. My entire body felt more energized along with a sense of clarity.
I understand that you want to quantify the results, so I’ll illustrate what’s happened with some of the components from my workouts.
The following exercises were selected because they used the same weights and equipment with each session.”
Equipment Used: Dumbbells (Weight indicates the weight of each dumbbell)
Repetitions: No set number. Done to momentary muscle fatigue.
I did not take off the Sirius Sports Pouch once I started wearing it, and you can see how my workouts improved.
Exercise
BEFORE Sirius Sports Pouch
AFTER Sirius Sports Pouch
INCLINE CHEST
August 27, 2013
September 23, 2013
PRESS: Drop Sets
Set-1@65lbs. - 9 reps
Set-1@65lbs. - 10 reps
(working heavy to Set-2@60lbs. - 10 reps;
Set-2@60lbs. - 12 reps;
light weight), 3 sets Set-3@55lbs. - 10 reps
Set-3@55lbs. - 12 reps
Total pounds lifted=3470
TRICEP EXTENSIONS August 10, 2013
(SKULL CRUSHERS): Set-1@30lbs. - 7 reps
Drop Sets, 3 sets
Set-2@25lbs. - 10 reps;
Set-3@20lbs. - 12 reps
Total pounds lifted=1400
TRICEP PUSH
August 10, 2013
DOWNS: Drop Sets, Set-1@70lbs. - 10 reps
3 sets.
Set-2@65lbs. - 8 reps;
Set-3@60lbs. - 12 reps
Total pounds lifted=1940

Total pounds lifted=4060
August 30, 2013
Set-1@30lbs. - 10 reps
Set-2@25lbs. - 13 reps;
Set-3@20lbs. - 15 reps
Total pounds lifted=1850
August 30, 2013
Set-1@70lbs. - 12 reps
Set-2@65lbs. - 12 reps;
Set-3@60lbs. - 15 reps
Total pounds lifted=2340
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